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Dr. Hamilton Holt welcoming President-elect Paul A. Wagner, who will succeed
him at Rollins on September 1.
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To the Alumni:
As I lay down the reins of office as President of Rollins College I am
glad to send this message of friendship and affection to all former Students
and Alumni.
When I came to Rollins twenty-four years ago I was a green and
verdant freshman college president. I was not an educator, a scholar
or a financier, and I have often wondered why the Trustees even considered me. I wonder still!
But I had some definite ideas based on my experiences as an undergraduate at Yale, as a postgraduate at Columbia and a lecturer during
my editorial days at virtually all the important universities and colleges
of the land. I found Rollins a college with a past into which many heroes
and saints had put all their devotion. But it was so far down in the
educational hole that the only way it could go was up, not even sideways,
so perhaps I do not deserve as much credit as I seem to be getting for
what has happened in the last twenty-four years.
I have found Rollins is the world in miniature. 1 have witnessed here
on the campus heroism, self-sacrifice, perseverence, pathos, humor, friendliness and a little sin. It is all very human. But the poetry of my life has
been not so much in helping Trustees raise money or the Faculty improve
the curriculum as in gaining the friendships of the Students, which I rejoice
to say seems to continue into the after-years.
(Continued on Page 10)

Prexy states Ins philosophy of education, before leaving his desk at Rollins for
summer headquarters in Woodstock, Conn.
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PAUL A. WAGNER TO BE NEXT PRESIDENT OF ROLLINS
On June 8 Rollins College announced the appointment of Paul A.
Wagner, 31 year old Chicago educator-businessman, as its next president.
He will be the youngest president of an accredited liberal arts college
in this country when he succeeds Dr. Hamilton Holt on September 1.
Wagner comes to Rollins from Bell and Howell, manufacturers of
precision photographic equipment. As a member of their top-management
team, he has been the right-hand man of Charles Percy, 29, one of the
youngest industrial presidents in the U. S.
A graduate of the University of Chicago at 19, Wagner worked as a
student under Chancellor Maynard Hutchins. Hutchins, once a "boy"
president himself, describes the choice of Wagner as "inspirational".
Wagner began teaching at the XTniversity of Chicago at the age of 20.
He left to study under a Carnegie Fellowship at Yale, receiving his
master's degree in one year. He has since served on the faculties of
several colleges, including Teachers College at Columbia University.
During the war, Wagner gained a national reputation for his grasp
of educational methods. He was head of the electrical training school at
Newport Navy Training Station, and then acted as educational advisor
to the Navy War College, helped Navy brass rewrite the curriculum.
Mustered out of service, he acted as consultant to the Committee
on Economic Development under Director C. Scott Fletcher.
Last year he traveled more than 60,000 miles by air to lecture on
audio-visual education in the U. S., Canada and Mexico.
Commenting on the appointment of his successor, Dr. Holt declared:
"I leave Rollins serene and confident that the greatness of Rollins under
the leadership of Paul Wagner is before and not behind it. The Trustees
could not have made a better or wiser choice. He seems to have about
every quality needed. Mr. Wagner has youth, health, brains and character,
a fine academic background, a glowing personality and a rare gift of
making and keeping friends. Moreover he has a charming wife who is
bound to take a leading part in the life of the College and community.
In short, he is a man of both achievement and promise. Of the 200 men
considered for the position, none had more ardent endorsement from important people."
While Wagner has no preconceived plan of what he will do at Rollins,
he says: "One of the things I have learned in business is the value of
complete and honest team work. The day of the one-man business organization and educational institution is over. I hope to develop Rollins with
the aid of its splendid faculty."
Wagner's appointment ends the College's search of more than a year
for a worthy successor to its distinguished retiring president, Hamilton
Holt.
Dr. Eugene R. Smith, chairman of the Trustee Committee on Presidential Succession, had the cooperation of Faculty and Alumni Advisory
committees in his arduous responsibilities. Both groups overwhelmingly
endorsed the nomination prior to the election of Wagner by the Board
of Trustees of Rollins College.

Some of the speakers at the ground-breaking ceremony for t/ie neiv Mills Memorial Library at Rollins, as pictured above, are: Mrs. Jack F. Hoiuden (Sara Harbottle
'35), representing the Alumni; J. Gamble Rogers, co-architect; Horace F. Tollefson,
College librarian; George II. Spohn, co-ari hitect; Paul II. Hudson, president of the
Da-ve/la Mills Foundation; Or. Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins College; and
Halsted IV. Caldwell, representing the Trustees.

GROUND BROKEN FOR MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
by HORACE A. T®LLESON, Librarian
On the morning of June 1, 1949, the first spade of earth was turned
at the site of the $500,000 Mills Memorial Library at Rollins in the center
of the inner bend of The Horseshoe with appropriate ceremony.
Mr. Paul H. Hudson, president of the Davella Mills Foundation, delivered a sincere and glowing tribute to President Holt and then officially
presented the library to Rollins. Dr. Holt, presiding at the ceremony,
accepted the library for the College and introduced the other speakers on
the program.
Mr. Tollefson spoke for the library staff; Mr. H. W. Caldwell for the
Board of Trustees and citizens of Winter Park; Vice-President E. O.
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Grover for the College Administration; Dr. Nathan C. Starr for the
Faculty; Mrs. Jack F. Howden for the Rollins Alumni Association; and
Student Association President Hugh Davis for the Students. Mr. James
Gamble Rogers and George H. Spohn, co-architects for the Mills Memorial
Library, also spoke briefly.
Mr. Hudson and President Holt then led the speakers in turning a
shovel-full of dirt with the ceremonial Rollins spade. Mr. Hudson remarked with satisfaction that the edge of the blade showed signs of wear.
Preliminary sketches of the new library are now in the final stages.
Working drawings for the building will be made during the summer
months and, unless there are unforseen interruptions, the Mills Memorial
Library will be completed and; ready for use before the opening of the
1950 fall term. When completed it will be an outstanding example of
Spanish Mediterranean architecture harmonizing perfectly with the
campus plan developed by President Holt during his administration.
There will be two main floors, a partial basement, and five stack tiers. The
interior will be designed functionally to provide all necessary facilities for
teaching with books in a library. More complete details of the exterior
and interior will be released after the final set of preliminary plans has
been approved.
The certainty in the near future of adequate housing for the Rollins
Library collections has stimulated gifts of books to the College. Because
of space limitations we can announce only the more important recent bequests in this issue.
The Hispanic Institute of Florida has given its library collection of
over 2000 volumes, plus shelving, furniture, equipment and supplies to
Rollins. The Hispanic Institute Library, organized in 1940 by Mrs.
William C. Bowers of Cooperstown, N. Y., is now valued at over $15,000.
It is a very important and highly specialized collection of books, pamphlets, etc., on Spain and Spanish America.
Mr. Frederick Dau, who has on several previous occasions enriched
the Floridiana Collection by his gifts, has recently given an additional
group of very rare and valuable Florida items to the Library. Others who
have contributed generously to Rollins from their private book collections
include Miss Myra Gray Williams, Class of 1898, Dr. Rosalie Slaughter
Morton (HON. 1929) of Winter Park and Dr. Fred W. Tanner, noted
scientist.

TRUSTEES PLAN TRIBUTE TO DR. HOLT
The Board of Trustees of Rollins will honor Dr. Hamilton Holt, who
retires as president of the College on September 1, with a testimonial banquet on Wednesday, September 21, in the Sert Room of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in N. Y. City.
According to Mr. Fldridge Haynes, Trustee in charge of arrangements, the testimonial will be a token of appreciation lor ths signal service
Dr. Holt has rendered Rollins during his 24-year administration.
Invitations to Students, Alumni, Faculty and Staff will give instructions regarding reservations, so that every one of the Rollins Family can
make plans in advance to attend.
Mr. Haynes heads the committee in charge which includes: Robert W.
Stephens '31; Reginald T. Clough '36 and Mrs. Hugh F. McKean of the
Board of Trustees; and Dr. A. J. Hanna '17, Weddell Professor of History
at Rollins.
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Fatuity members with lionors conferred lit 1949 Commencement appear above in
this order: Dean Wendell C. Stone, LL.D.; President Hamilton Holt, with silver gift
presented to him in parting tribute; Dr. Royal W. France, LJI.D.; Dr. ll'illiam
Melchcr, LL.D.; Dr. Nathan C. Starr, Litt.D.; Dean Arthur D. Enyart. LL.D.; Dr.
E. O. Graver, L.H.D.; and Professor Arthur K. Hutcbins, Mus.D.

PRESIDENT HOLT DELIVERS VALEDICTORY TO ROLLINS
AWARDS DEGREES AND HONORS AT COMMENCEMENT
Rollins College conferred 145 degrees in course and highest honors
on members of the Class of 1949 in Knowles Memorial Chapel on the
morning of June 2.
The Academic Procession formed in front of Carnegie and, promptly
at 10 o'clock, entered the Chapel which was filled to capacity for President Hamilton Holt's Commencement Address. Most of you will have
by now received a copy of this farewell message at the close of his 24-year
administration. For his parting words of counsel are of such permanent
Value that the current issue of the official ROLLINS COLLEGE BULLETIN has been devoted to printing and distributing them to the entire
College and Alumni mailing list. The ovation Dr. Holt received as he
descended from the pulpit on Commencement morning was halted only
when everyone present rose spontaneously in even more elociuent silent
tribute.
After our famous Chapel Choir sang Gloria Patri from Bach's "Magnificat", President Holt congratulated and handed each member of the
largest Class ever to graduate from Rollins their diplomas. Those who
graduated with special honors were: James R. Andrews, Helen Ellis
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Haworth (Mrs. L. L. Jr.,) Lawrence L. Haworth Jr., Stuart B. James.
Warren F. Kuehl, Patricia A. Meyer, Harrison J. Pemberton Jr., A-tartha
L. Barksdale. Olga I. Llano, Kenneth C. Newbern, and Robert D. Setzer,
with highest distinction; and Beverly L. Burkhart, Joan F. Leonard and
Janet A. Ott, with distinction.
Mr. Jesse B. Bookhardt received the degree of Master of Education.
The Senior Choral Ensemble offered "Praise" by Rowley, as their
final number.
Martha Barksdale was then awarded the Libra Cup for leadership
and participation in campus activities.
The General Reeve Awards, of $100 each, for maintaining highest
scholarship during their last 3 undergraduate years went to: James R.
Andrews of Birmingham, Ala.; Helen Ellis Haworth (Mrs.L. L. Jr.) of
Capleville, Tenn.; Patricia A. Meyer of Deland, Fla.; Kenneth C. Newbern of Tampa, Fla.; and Janet A. Ott of Tonawanda, N. Y.
Rollins Decorations of Honor, for exceptional service contributing to
the progress of the College, were awarded to: John Tiedtke, College treasurer; Edith Nicholas, head nurse at the Rollins infirmary; Dr. U. T. Bradley, crew coach and professor of history; Nina Oliver Dean, associate
professor of English; Dr. Rhea M. Smith, professor of history; Mary M.
Price, secretary to President Holt; Raymond W. Greene '23, first to call
on Dr. Holt personally as emissary of a group of Alumni asking that he

Janet Ott. Kenneth Newbern, Richard Andrews, Patricia Meyer and Helen Ellis
Haworth, 1949 winners of the $100 General Reeve Awards for highest College
scholarship.
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consider the presidency of Rollins in 192S; and Clara B. Adolfs '30, secretary to the Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel.
In placing the Decoration on Mr. Greene, President Holt said, in part:
"... I am proud publicly to acknowledge your many acts of personal kindness to me and your never-failing loyalty to your Alma Mater. I am
glad to have you tell me that in the coming days and years you hope to
devote much of your time and energy to the welfare of Rollins College.
Ray, you are a good friend, a good Alumnus, a good citizen and a good
man."
And, to quote from his other citation of an Alumnus on this occasion,
Dr. Holt said: "Clara B. Adolfs . . . You have served the Knowles Memorial Chapel with devotion, fidelity and ability from the day of its dedication until today. You have even survived the vicissitudes incident on
being both the servant and the master of the personality complexes of
four separate Chapel deans . . ." Whereupon he also bestowed the Decoration of Honor upon her.
Honorary degrees were conferred as follows: Professor Arthur K.
Hutchins, Doctor of Music; Dr. Nathan C. Starr, Doctor of Literature;
Dr. Royal W. France and Dr. E. O. Grover, Doctor of Humanities; Dr.
William Melcher, Dr. Arthur D. Enyart and Dr. Wendell C. Stone Doctor
of Laws.

These recipients of Rollins Decorations of Honor, reading left to right, are:
Edith Nicholas, Raymond W. Greene '23, Mary M. Price, Dr. U. T. Bradley, John
Tiedtke, Dr. Rhea M. Smith, Clara B. Adolfs '30 and Nina Oliver Dean.
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Joseph Friedman, Sylvia Verdin and Benjamin Aycrigg with Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Medallions bestowed on them

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions, last and highest recognition
at Rollins of character, were bestowed on: Sylvia L. Verdin of Mexico
City; Benjamin Aycrigg of Winter Park; and Joseph A. Friedman of
Miami. Recipients of these plaques are chosen for such characteristics of
heart, mind and conduct as evince a spirit of love and helpfulness toward
others.
President Holt then called the 145 members of the Class of 1949 about
him to repeat with him the Commencement Pledge of the Graduating
Class.
Then, just before all voices were lifted in the Alma Mater, Professor
Edward W. Jones came forward and presented Dr. Holt with a beautiful
silver bowl on behalf of the Faculty and Staff. These words are engraved
on this handsome gift designed by Jensen:
"IN LOVING TRIBUTE TO

HAMILTON HOLT
UNDER WHOSE INSPIRATION AND LEADERSHIP
WE HAVE BECOME BETTER MEN AND WOMEN
HE HAS SHOWN US THAT THE GREATEST VALUE IN EDUCATION
IS THE HUMAN VALUE, THAT WHICH WE GIVE OF OURSELVES.
FROM THE FACULTY AND STAFF OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
JUNE 2, 1949"
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(Continued from Page 2)
When I was editor of THE INDEPENDENT I dealt more with
measures than with men. On arrival at the office in the morning our
editorial board would go into conference and we would decide whether
to praise or blame the President of the United States, what to say about
capital versus labor, race suicide, modernistic art, vers libre and all the
other subjects that were at the time impinging on the editorial mind.
And when I travelled home in the indecently crowded subway after the
day's work was over my social relations were personal. I sought the
society of those I liked and avoided the others. When I came to Rollins
I knew my chief concern would be with people. But I had serious doubts
whether I could circus-ride simultaneously the six wild horses that often
pulled in different directions, namely the Trustees, Faculty, Students,
Staff, Alumni and Public. But all of these groups seem to have been
tolerant of my shortcomings, and I feel now that my hour is over that I
am leaving the College with the good-will of most and the friendship
of many. It is a heartwarming experience and makes me feel a bit
humble.
My educational philosophy is simple. The two things that have or
may have the greatest influence on a man or woman are two disciplines,
one that comes from within and the other from without. The internal
discipline is how to cultivate the courage, determination and willpower to
follow one's conscience and the ideas and ideals based on philosophy and
religion that are ever broadening and deepening with experience. The
external discipline comes from the association with stronger and nobler
personalities than ourselves, whether through the written or spoken
word.
I know that the Rollins of tomorrow will be as different from the
Rollins of today as the Rollins of today differs from the Rollins of yesterday. This is as it should be. I do not therefore especially worry
whether in the future we shall have a one-hour, two-hour or three-hour
conference plan, whether we abolish modern languages as we seem to
have done with the ancient languages or whether we change the course
in salesmanship into a course of sales resistance. Time will take care of
all these problems. But the intimate and friendly association of teacher
and taught in the way Jesus and Socrates inspired their disciples is an
ideal that ever should be held up before both faculty and students in
any college that claims to be an educational institution.
Horace Greeley once said that college graduates are "horned cattle."
But I say that college graduates are or should be any college's greatest
asset, far greater than buildings, endowments or eminence of trustees,
faculty or president, for the alumni are the college's products and by
them the college must be ultimately judged.
And now as I bid the former Students and Alumni farewell as an
active official of Rollins College I wish to assure them that as long as I
live I shall be grateful for the support, many kindnesses and friendship
they have given me. I trust that our paths which have formerly converged, and now diverge, may in many cases converge again.

MODERN '49ers FIND TREASURE IN THESE HIGH SPOTS
Each member of the Class of 1949 left the Campus with individual
claims to richer memories of these events preceding Commencement.
The Rollins Alumni Club of Central Florida entertained lavishly
for them on May 19 with a covered dish supper at the smart new University Club of Winter Park. The program included an invitation to participate in future Rollins Alumni activities, singing of favorite College
songs and showing of colored films of President Truman's recent visit
on Campus.
Celebrating the last day of classes for Seniors, the Student Council
staged an all-college Saturday night dance in their honor on May 28 at
Dubsdread.
Next morning the graduating Class donned caps and gowns and
joined the Academic Procession to Knowles Memorial Chapel for its Baccalaureate Service. Rev. J. Fred Hartley, father of Fred Hartley '49, delivered the sermon.
Guests at the annual Faculty-Senior Dinner in the Rollins Center,
gaily braved the rain on the following night to reassemble in the Annie
Russell Theatre for a new high in original skits written, directed and enacted by Professor Wilbur Dorsett and other eminent Faculty members. Hilarious Seniors take offs on their "Profs" were climaxed by another command performance of "Gallagher" Bailey and "Shean" Mendell singing the
latest verses to their inimitable patter.
When Class Day Exercises were moved into the Theatre also, due
to the overcast skies on the afternoon of May 31, Class President Joe
Friedman quipped: "We were not rained out; we were rained in!" He
then proceeded to initiate Prexy Holt as an honorary member of the
graduating Class. Prexy responded in high spirits and delivered his now
famous parodv on Commencement Addresses. Bev. Cotter gave the Class
Prophecy and" Stan Schultz read The Last Will and Testament. Scholarships, emblems and prizes were then awarded for merit in art, athletics,
dramatics, economics, music, poetrv and science. The Tree Planting
Ceremony, in front of the new Sullivan Building, followed immediately
afterwards. In conclusion, Sidney Lanier read the Class Farewell by
Milton Schwartz and everyone sang the Alma Mater. Seniors and their
families were then invited to join members of the Faculty and Staff in
the Alumni House for refreshments.
With a clear day dawning well over 100 Alumni, Faculty, Seniors and
other special guests met around the old Family Tree for the traditional
Alumni-Senior Sunrise Breakfast on Commencement morning. Scores of
landlubbers came by car and Coach Jack McDowall brought his jeep
just in case anv of them ran afoul of soft sand in the orange grove. Dr.
Bill Jennings '29 did yoeman service with his big speedboat transporting
all doughty Tars, among whom were Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Lewton
'92, across Lake Virginia to the site of the giant oak on the opposite shore.
Veterans Fleet Peoples, Mac McDonald '29 and Guy Colado '25 headed
a volunteer squad of Alumni hosts in cooking and serving a hearty outof-doors breakfast. Coffee helped but the real eye-opener was Dean
Enyart's dazzling appearance in a flashy sport shirt. When the last of the
bacon 'n eggs AND had appreciatively disappeared, the shorts and slackss
clad Early Birds of 1949 merrily sped back to Campus to change into
academic dress for the day's feature event.

by PETE SHOLLEY 'SO
All in all, it's been a pretty absorbing term.
The Fiesta went over with a big happy bang, although a somewhat
soggy one. The rain took most of the starch out of the crepe paper decorations on the Fiesta Midway in the Sandspur Bowl, but hastily thrown
up shelter halfs made it possible for the hardier penny-pitchers to squander for the endowment fund. We had the Renfro Valley Folks with us
this year, while concluding their radio broadcasts from here over a
national hook-up. The movies at the A. R. T. drew large damp crowds,
as did the square dancing in the Rollins Center that night.
Speaking of square dancing, the craze has really settled at Roily.
The Chapel staff has been flinging bi-weekly stomp downs, which have
been good fun with Seet Justice and Bob Smathers in the call box.
Square dancing isn't the only fad to hit our carefree campus this
spring. A while back it was pyramid clubs. There was about a week
of happy club parties at Harp's and then the bubble burst, leaving unhappy contributors to compare charts on pay-offs they would have gotten
if it had held together "just one day longer".
The Messrs. Bailey, Allen and Dorsett produced 3 hits at the Annie
Russell Theatre as "The Man Who Came to Dinner", "The Merchant of
Ybnkers" and "Macbeth" trod the boards in rapid order. These worthv
gentlemen were followed by "Mexican Heydaze", the Independent Show,
underthe able directorship of happy Chap McDonnell '51. Pretty fair
show it was, too.
On the sports scene, we are the proud possessors of another State
championship baseball team, registering only 7 losses on a 21-game schedule. From here it looks as if the boys are headed for the intercollegiate
play-offs in New York this summer. Oh, you Tars!
The tennis team made a clean sweep this year, besting Florida. Tennessee, Ga. Tech., Stetson, Virginia, Rutgers, and Princeton. It is to be
noted that the steamroller did not do quite as thorough a job of smashing
its opponents this year as last, but Rick Balbicrs had to leave to play on
the Davis Cup squad for Chile, Billy Windham is pro at the Orlando
Country Club and Gus Peeples has turned pro. Incidentally, our boys did
right well at the Good Neighbor Championships, what with Buddy
Bchrens and Gardner Larncd right up there in the finals.
Brad's oarsmen had a good season, racking up 7 out of 9. The
carpetbaggers from Beantown accounted for the only losses. But Tampa.
Southern, Dartmouth, Amherst, Marietta, A. I. C, Iona and Washington
and Lee bowed to the big rebel shell. As a capper to the season, Rollins
placed second in the Dad Vail Regatta in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for the
second straight year.
Our golfers had a hard-luck season, with only 1 victory in 11 matches.
The Intramural Trophy went to the X Club with KA breathing down
their necks, about 40 points behind them.
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We have only recently learned of the death of Horace M. Self on July
12, 1948. Mr. Self attended the former Rollins Academy 1898-99
Percy Dale, member of the class of 1901 in the former Rollins Academy, died on January 6, 1949. He is survived by: his wife, the former
Genevieve Fuller; son, Percy P. Dale; brother, Rev. John H. Dale OU
(HON.'43); and several nieces and nephews.
_
Dr. Stephen S. Wise, world-renowned Jewish leader, died in New
York City on April 19, 1949. Dr. Wise received the honorary degree ol
Doctor of Divinity from Rollins in 193S.
Count Maurice Maeterlinck, Belgian essayist, dramatist and poet,
died near Nice, France, on Mav 7, 1949. Rollins conferred the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humanities upon Count Maeterlinck in 1941. His
most popular works are The Blue Bird and Pelleas et Melisande.
Mr Jean Jacques Pfister, member of the Rollins Art Faculty 1933-35,
died in New York City on June 8, 1949. His wife, the former Elizabeth
Holt, died on February 19,'1949, in Coral Gables, Florida. _ Mr. Pfister
gained national fame for his painting, We at Daybreak, depicting the start
of Lindbergh's solo trans-Atlantic flight.
,
Sigrid Undset, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 19Z8, died
lune 10 1949, at Lillehammer, Norway. Rollins conferred the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humanities upon Mrs. Undset in 1942. She is perhaps
most widely known for her trilogy of the Middle Ages, Knsten Lavransdatter.
'
.
,.
.
.Lloyd Douglas Faber passed away in Cincinnati, Unio, on June U,
1949 Lloyd received his B.A. degree from Rollins with the class of 1948.
He is survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Faber, and a
brother, Stuart.

M
Gay Nineties
Secretary: Rev. Henry B. Mowbray, 442
Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Myra G. Williams recently gave a
large number of choice old books to the
Ro'lins Library. She lives in the old
family homestead at Rockledge, Fla. The
Williams settled there in 1874. In spirit
and in looks Myra has changed less than
most of us since we all so happily attended
Rollins.
In Mav vour secretary was in the
Tampa Bay district and enjoyed calling
on Mav Pomeroy, Gene Swain Young,
lasamine Lewton Hartman and Dr. Joe
Hawlev. With all, of course, there was
much pood talk.
A Highlands Countv, Fla., tribute to
novelist Rex Beach '97 (HON. '27) 6

years ago has finally won Federal recognition.
Countv residents renamed a
lake just west of Sebring, Fla., where
Rex owns a home is his honor early in
World War II. Government maps, however, continued to call the 2-mile-wide
bodv of water Lake Jackson. Some maps
listed it as Hare's Lake. The Geological
Survey called the attention of the board
on geographic names to the inconsistency.
The board, deciding to go along with the
local residents, overcame for once its
prejudice against naming places for living
persons and henceforth says it's Rex
Beach Lake.
Paula Dommerick Siedenburg (Mrs.
Reinhard). loval Alumna and Trustee of
Rollins College, flew down from her home
in N. Y. City to attend the Trustee
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meeting on campus this May 31, She
still holds the office of vice-president of
t'.ie Florida Audubon Society.
On June 9, your correspondent took a
train from Winter Park to visit N. Y.
Citv and Boston, where one of his many
"foster sons" is studying at the Harvard
Law School.
Ed. Note: Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L.
I.ewton and Dr. Mowbray attended the
Sunrise Breakfast on Commencement
morning in honor of the Class of 19+9.
Class of 1904
Secretary: Helen Steinmetz, 200 E. Interlachen Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
Some very nice surprises came my way
as your secretary lately.
First, Grace Reed Scobie (Mrs. G. W.)
and her daughter stopped to say howdy
one day as they went through Winter
Park on their way to Orlando. Neither
of us would have recognized the other
but it didn't take long to pick up old
memories and how we enjoyed talking
over old times and catching up on the
present.
Then along came a letter from Ida
Lamson Volby (Mrs. G. A.) saying she
is so busy as a Supervisor of Public
Welfare together with her home and
music that "no grass has a chance to
grow under my feet". Her husband is
in the export business and thev live at:
112 Roselawn Rd., Los Angeles 42, Calif.
The Volbys have a son and daughter.
The latter is married and her daughter
is 2 years old now.
A card from Lena Paul Pike (Mrs.
B. C.) savs she belongs to the Gav Nineties but a college picture shows her in the
1903-04 group. She savs she has had a
busy, happv life, is now living in a
"super-duper" home in Waterburv, Conn.,
and considers herself as anything but on
the shelf.
Jean Ballanger Blackburn (Mrs. I. K.)
surprised and delighted us by coming
down after all for a visit with Lizzie
Knox Rush (Mrs. F. G.). Jean is the same
happy person we all knew, hasn't even
changed in looks!
Fred Vanderpool writes that he is still
in the insurance business in Miami, Fla.,
but has bought some ocean-to-river property at Davtonii Beach that he expects to
develop. When he does, he will come
back to the old homestead in Maitland
to make his home.
Ed. Note: We extend the sympathy of
ieir many Rollins friends to Helen and
her sister, Mrs. F. M. Rvder (Julia
Steinmetz '09). on the death of their
uncle, Major John B. Stemmetz, at his
Wekiwa Springs home on May 7.
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Class of 1911
Secretary: Mary L. Branham, 126 Lucerne Circle, Orlando, Fla.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
Henry Banks on the loss of his mother.
Mrs. S. D. Banks, on April 6 in Manitou,
Colo.
Mabelle O'Neal attended the Continental Congress held in Wash., D. C, in
April as a delegate from the Orlando
Chapter of Daughters of the American
Legion.
Your secretary attended the graduation
of her niece, Mary Alice Branham, in May
from Ward-Belmont in Nashville, Tenn.
She then accompanied Mrs. Grace Phillips
Johnson of Orlando to Staunton, Va.,
where thev attended the graduation of
Mrs. Johnson's granddaughter, Grace
[ohnson, from Stuart Hall. Since this
gala tour of commencements, she has
enjoved being Mrs. Johnson's guest at
her home in Newcastle, Pa.

f,

California Highway Patrolman Richard
Cormelison with his daughter, Gloria.
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Class of 1914
Secretary: Dr. Thomas D. Phillips, 302
Sixth Ave., Marietta, Ohio.
Jack Shannon, an executive of the
Coca-Cola Co. in N. Y. City, visited
Earle '20 and Jean (Wagner '25) Shannon during April. He enjoyed renewing
friendships in Winter Park and seeing
the new buildings at Rollins with Earle.
Class of 1916
Dick Cornelison writes that he has been
a California Highway Patrolman since
1929 and expects to retire soon. He met
his wife in Paris in World War I, and
thev have a married daughter with several children. We will all be looking
forward to your visit to Winter Park
next fall, Dick. Hope you will be able
to join us for the 1949 Homecoming
Game.
Class of 1917
Secretary: Randolph Lake, Lake Forrest, Minn.
Mrs. F. W. Shepherd (Gertrude Funkhouser) entertained for Mrs. Charles Williams (Frieda Siewert '22) and Mrs.
Everett C. Somers (Elsa Siewert '22) in
Winter Park this spring. The guests,
former members of the Rollins Choir and
Glee Club, included: Mrs. C. E. Hofbauer
(Eleanor Coffin '18), Mrs. R. E. I.enfest
(Hazel Coffin '17), Mrs. Stuart Dennison
(Florence Keezil '18), Mrs. Walter B.
Johnston (Edna Wallace '25), Mrs. Raymond O. Ward (Eva McQuaters '11),
Mrs. A. Pevton Musselwhite (Valletta
Ha'l '20), Mrs. Thomas Royal (Gertrude
Hall '20), Mrs. William H. Howison
(Vivian Barbour '18) and Anne C. Stone
'18.
Class of 1918
Secretary: Anne C. Stone, Stonehurst,
Winter Park, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Lance Premiss of Highland Park, N. J., visited Clarence Tilden
in Winter Garden this March. Lance
has been associated with the Johnson &
Johnson Co. for the past 34 years.
Vivian Barbour Howison (Mrs. Wm.
II.) moved into her new home at 1444
Grove Terrace in Winter Park this
spring.
Sherwood Foley, whose Seminole Hotel
has now closed for the season in Winter
Park, attended the 34th annual convention
rf the Fla. State Hotel Assn. during the
second week in April.
The winter BULLETIN OF THE
AMERICAN ASSN. OF UNIVERSITY
PROFESSORS carried an interesting
article on "Our Stake in Administrative
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Personnel" by Dr. Leslie L. Hanawalt.
He has for many years served on the
faculty of Wayne Univ. in Detroit, Mich.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. John
L. Boynton (Katharine Waldron) and
their daughter, Ruth, who was elected
to membership in the Nat'l. High School
Honor Society and graduated from Hillsboro High School in Tampa this year.
The Boyntons are also proud grandparents as their son Oliver's child, Jimmie,
will be 5 years old in July.
Class of 1919
Secretary: Dr. Florence M. Stone, 127
Remsen St., Apt. 3A, Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
An interesting feature article on Winifred Hanchett Flood (Mrs. Paul T.) and
her husband appeared in the NEW YORKHERALD TRIBUNE on March 30.
"Tiny" is a voice and diction instructor,
while Paul teaches singing and voice
placement.
Class of 1920
Secretary: T. DeWitt Taylor, c/o High
School, Pierson, Fla.
It's good to have word again from
Hester Bedinger Guard (Mrs. Shirley),
who is now1 living in Walton, Ky., and
has a 13 year old son, Thomas Everett.
Prior to her marriage in 1929, Hester
taught Latin and English in Ohio schools
for 10 years.
Gertrude Hall Royal (Mrs. Thomas
E.) was invited to receive the posthumous
award of a bronze key commemorating
her husband's contribution to the advancement of the III. Assn. for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Safety during
his presidency.
Unable to attend the
presentation luncheon in Chicago on April
2, Gertrude delegated their daughter,
Ann, to flv up and accept the award. The
late Mr. Roval was athletic coach while
attending Rollins 1915-17. Tom Jr. reentered Rollins, after serving with the
U. S, Navv throughout World War II,
and received his A. B. degree with the
Class of 1948.
Class of 1922
Secretary: Mrs. Alvord Stone (Ruth
Waldron), 5402 Suwanee Ave., Tampa 4,
Fla.
Everett and Elsa (Siewert) Somers are
building a new home on Lake Sylvan in
Winter Park.
The March issue of PEN WOMAN introduced Evelyn Haynes of the Huckleberry Mountain Workshop-Camp in Hendersonville, N. C. Evelvn is now national chairman of Workshops for the
League of American Pen Women.
Ed. Note: Your secretary's children are
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devotion to Rollins upon his receiving the
Rollins Decoration of Honor at Commencement this year.

Class of 1924
Secretary: Dr. Walter B. Johnston, 1401
Grove Terrace, Winter Park, Fla.
Dr. Tommy Thompson's mother happily undertook to keep house for his
youngsters, Bobby and Nini, at their
Larchmont home in New York while he
and Cornelia attended the recent National
Orthopedic Convention in Colorado. She
thoroughly enjoyed having Tommy and
his family return to Florida last winter
for Christmas at home with her in Maitland.
Ed. Note: Your secretary was elected
to the board of directors of the Winter
Park Rotarv Club this spring.
Class of 1925

Herrick Jr. and Marguerite Annctta
are the children of Mr. and Mrs. Herrick
Z. McConncll.
successfully pursuing their chosen careers; Katharine, who graduated last
year from the Univ. of Delaware, is now
a laboratory technician in Jefferson Hospital in Philadelphia; lames is in his
third vear of pre-medical studv at Emory
Univ.; and Mary, a freshman at the
Univ. of Alabama, is specializing in
music.
Class of 1923
Secretary: Rav YV. Greene, 242 Chase
Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
THE SUNDAY SKNTINEL-STAR recently carried a feature article on Orlando's Central Index, clearing house
between 14 agencies of the County devoted
to welfare and rehabilitation, including a
picture of Frances (Jimmy) James, executive secretary of the Community Planning
Council, and Helen Waterhouse '20, in
charge of Central Index detail.
After attending the Rotary International Convention in New York City earlv
in June, Rav and Billie (Freeman '27)
f'reene joined their three children at
Buck Hills Falls, Pa., for the summer.
Ed. Note: In its lead editorial the
ORLANDO EVENING STAR paid tribute to your secretary's long service and

Secretary: Rebecca Caldwell, Lake
Wales, Fla.
Ed. Note: Florida's Governor Fuller
Warren appointed Becky Caldwell Lt.
Colonel and Aide on his Personal Staff
January 4, 1949. Bee is listed in Who's
Who in the Democratic Party and was
active in the 1948 campaign. She and
Margaret Rogers '39 drove up together
from Lake Wales for the Baccalaureate
Service at Rollins this year; and she again
stopped by to attend the Alumni-Senior
Sunrise Breakfast on Commencement
morning en route to the closing session
of the State Legislature in Tallahassee.
Class of 1926
Secretary: Mrs. W. H. Gore (Catherine
Young), Oviedo, Fla.
Eva Thompson Carson (Mrs. R. C),
whose high achievements in this Held
while serving as an officer with the U. S.
N'avv are well known, has been invited
to write a chapter on rehabilitation for
the ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EAR, NOSE
AND THROAT.
We're further impressed to learn that she manages time
to add homemaking to her talents for golf,
ice skating and dancing
Class of 1927
Secretary: Mrs. R. J. Lehman (Katharine Lewis), 772 Maryland Ave., Winter
Park, Fla.
Harold Daniels and his wife, Ruth,
drove down from Michigan for a few
weeks vacation in Florida early in April.
They visited Englewood and Venice for
a reunion with the Bartlett family; were
the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Red
Winderweedle '28 at their lovely home
in Winter Park; and took time to locate
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some of his other friends through the
Rollins Alumni Office before Hal had to
return to his duties with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in Detroit.
Bea Jones Woodward (Mrs. John R.),
in Florida again this winter with her
family, paid the Alumni House another
welcome call while visiting Prexy last
month.
Class of 1928
Secretary: Carter Bradford, 300 Sylvan
Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Ken and Joy Winslow are the proud
parents of a son, Bruce Edward, born on
May 8, in Orlando. They have one older
son, Denny.
Class of 1929
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 311 N. Piedmont St., Arlington, Va.
Bonnie Bartlett, daughter of Ruth and
Jim Bartlett, married Ernest G. Legge
on March 20 in Melbourne, Fla. The
newlvweds are making their home in
Orlando where Ernest is an announcer
on station WLOF.
John and Helen (Westfall '28) Hilliard
announce the marriage of their daughter,
Mary Ann, to John W. Garrett Jr. on
March 26 in Avon, N. Y. The Garretts
are residing in Philadelphia, Pa.
Bill and Edith Jennings adopted a
month old baby son, John Wilbur, on
April 18. Bill is chairman of the board
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of the recently organized Rollins Club
of Central Florida.
Kay Hicks Livingston (Mrs. J. B.) is
President of the League of Women Voters
in St. Petersburg.
Ginny Lawrence Holsclaw
(Mrs.
Ralph) has been granted a temporarv
teaching certificate by the Florida Department of Education.
William Bacon Evans writes from N. J.:
"Am engaged in collecting Who was who
among Friends, (called Quakers). As
it covers 300 years and includes all countries, it is a huge book."
Ollie Bandy received a Citation for
Meritorious Service from Florida Southern
College on March 12, during Founders'
Week. He is Chariman of the Division
of Foreign Languages there and in charge
of their Guatemala summer school.
Class of 1930
Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Rollins College, Winter Park.
Ginny Stelle writes enthusiastically of
working in the Rockefeller Center office
of the Chemical Bank & Trust Co. She
enjoys her secretarial duties in the Trust
Department and says she hopes to see
for herself some day all the new buildings at Rollins.
According to rumor the Ralph Lasbury
family will tour Europe this summer in
a station wagon. Wonder whom from
Rollins they will bump in to.
Asa and Irene Jennings Hew down to
Winter Park a few weeks back for a short
visit with his mother, and maybe to get
away from the law—that is the practise
of it!
Summer again and vacations! Don't
you start on yours until you've made a
firm resolution to drop us a line for the
next RECORD. And when you come to
the campus remember that your class secretary is nearly always in the Chapel
office and would like to see you; or, if
it's after hours, she would be glad to
talk with you at home.
Class of 1931

Marian is the 10 year old daughter of
Ginny Fisher Zimmerman (Mrs. George

a.)

Secretary: Jewel May Lewter, 811 No.
Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Word has just reached us that Sarah
Dickinson became Mrs. Russell Fought
last October! All Sarah's Rollins friends
join us in wishing her every happiness
in her new home in Dunedin, Fla.
And at last we have news of Borre
Qvamme, Rollins Exchange Student from
Norway in 1931 He received his degree
from the Univ. of Oslo and has been teaching Social and Economic History for a
Commerce. Borre has been employed by
number of years at the Oslo College of
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the British Broadcasting Corp., written
talks regularly for the Norwegian Broadcasting on music and other subjects.
Among his published books and articles
are a biography of Mozart and a History
of Music. He has also lectured on musical history in both England and Norway
and written the programme notes for the
Philharmonic Society of Oslo. Borre's address in Oslo is: Kirkeveien 108 B5.
Lois Boutwell Bernstein (Mrs. Joseph
C.) has registered their 4 little daughters
Linda Beryl, Sylvia Janice, Pamela Svbil
and Tocelvn Gav to enter Rollins in the
following" years: 1959, 1960, 1965 and
1966! The Bernsteins live at 140 Cortez Rd. in West Palm Beach.
The Orlando Marks Street School PTA
put on a lively western Spring Round-up
party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
N. Ellis (Dot Estes '32) for the sixth
grade pupils of your secretary early in
June.
Bob and Victoria (Dickinson) Shrewsbury paid the Alumni Office a welcome
visit just after Commencement this year.
Victoria and their attractive daughter
Barbara, who had just completed her freshman vear at Agnes Scott College in Georgia, shopped in Orlando while Bob revisited the science lab in old Knowles
Hall. However, they all managed to
see the principal new buildings on campus
before returning home to Dunedin, Fla.
Cathie Green Lyons (Mrs. Harold) and
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her husband left Winter Park in April
to enjoy 2 or 3 weeks in Charleston and
Myrtle Beach, S. C. On their return home
they decided to take another vacation at
Ormond Beach, Fla., where they plan
to remain while Mr. Lyons recuperates
from a recent illness.
Class of 1932
Secretary: Mrs. William S. Moore (Lucille Tolson), 241 Woodland Ave., Davtona Beach, Fla.
Robert Cleveland is now First Secretary
and consul at the American Embassy in
Paris after having spent the previous vear
and a half as First Secretary of the American Legation at Bucharest, Rumania.
Gwen Bartholomew Patterson (Mrs.
Terry) was installed as president of the
Orlando Junior League in April.
Carl Dann Jr. captured his fifth Florida
State Amateur Golf championship at Miami in April.
Gwen Heilman Griffin (Mrs. Jack C.)
is owner and director of Camp Kinnahwee in Hollister, Wis. This 1949 season
is Gwen's second vear at directing the
girls' camp. The attractive 1949 booklet
about the camp was illustrated by Gwen's
11-year old daughter, Gav.
Class of 1933
Secretary: Mrs. Henry M. Douglass
(Thelma Van Buskirk), 2466 Fairway
Ave., S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Dorothy Shepherd Smith took an interesting trip through Mexico this spring.
Bob Currie of the Berkshire School for
Boys in N. Y. spent his vacation visiting
friends in Winter Park and Clermont in
May,
Fleet and Dot (Nichols) Peeples are
the proud parents of a baby daughter,
Adella, born April 7, in Orlando.
Connie (Wetherell) and Baruyr Peshmalyan have settled in Woodstock, Conn.,
purchasing a 3-apartment house. Their
new home was formerly the old carriage
house on an estate and sounds verv interesting.
(reorge Carrison, Rollins Trustee, was
recently on campus again briefly for the
May 31 meeting of the Board.
Class of 1934

Joan Elizabeth, John Gordon ami Sharon Jean are the children of Jean Fullinglon Shepherd (Mrs. David IV.)

Mr. ami Mrs. Robert Fuchs are the
proud parents of a daughter, Janice Aurelia, born March 23.
Bob Robertson and Mrs. Julia Atwood
Ginther were married on March 30. After a wedding trip to Nassau, the Robertsons are making their home at 3511 Dubsdread Circle in Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Lawton, Jr. of Orlando announce the birth of their second
son, William Edward, on April 10.
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Ronald Eldredge, son of Robert and
Marlen (Eldredge) Neumann, at 3]A years
of age.
Tommy Thompson sends a clipping
from the Chicago TRIBUNE about Maurice Dreicer "whose hobby it is to eat his
way around the world." In May Tommy
became City Sales Manager of the Chicago Screw Co.
Amelia Bigelow Lisle and Joseph F.
Dewey were married on May 14, in Columbus, O.
Nedjet Hayri Kent, Turkish Exchange
student 1933-34, has been Chef du Cabinet to the Turkish Minister of Foreign
Affairs since 1946. After attending the
opening of the most recent session of the
United Nations in New York, he accompanied the Turkish Minister to Wash.,
D. C, for conferences with President
Truman and Secretary of State Acheson.
Duke Wellington has been appointed
Dean of Men at Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.
Class of 1935
Secretary: Mrs. John T. Galey (B. G.
Fishback), Forsyhe Rd., Charter Oak,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stuart Eaton was best man for Dick
Alter '37 at his wedding in New Jersey
on March 5. We understand Stu and his
wife and their 2 youngsters have recently
moved into a new home in Nvack, N. Y.
If anyone can supply their address there,
please send it to the Alumni Office at Rollins.
Jack and Helen (Galloway) Connery
and their sons, John Jr. and Edwin,
live at the Royal Palm Hotel in Havana.
Helen is active in the Garden and American Woman's Clubs there, while Jack is
agricultural engineer for a Cuban syndicate having a half dozen farms. He
recently flew to Texas to buy cattle.
Barbara Parsons Zeigler (Mrs. James
E.) and her husband direct the only Ar-
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thur Murray dance studio in Iowa at Des
Moines. Barbara and their infant daughter, Hillary, have been in Winter Park
this spring for an extended visit with her
mother.
Grace Connor and her mother are reported to have toured the Rollins campus
with friends when they motored up from
St. Petersburg in April. We'd appreciate some help in locating Grace's present
whereabouts.
Alberta Fariss was attended by her sister, Adelaide Fariss '33, as bridesmaid
when she became Mrs. William Frangus
on May 5. After a wedding trip in Florida, Alberta and her husband are making
their home at 631 Hillcrest Ave. in Orlando.
Elfreda Winant Ramsey (Mrs. Russell)
has returned home to Winter Park from
Philadelphia, where she spent a week
while Dr. Ramsey attended a nost graduate course conducted by the American
College of Physicians in May.
Nancy Cushman's engagement to Duncan McMartin Baldwin was announced on
June 1 in THE N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE. Prominently associated with the
Albany (N. Y.) Playhouse, they will be
with the Brattleboro (Vt.) Summer Theatre this season, where Nancy is again
scheduled to play leading roles.
Walter and I.etta (Stanley) Schultz and
son Richie motored down from Jacksonville to attend Commencement exercises
at Rollins. Walter's brother, Stan, received his degree with the Class of 1949.
Class of 1936
Secretary: Mrs. Paul A. Hadley (Helen
Jackson), Elsah, 111.
We extend our deepest sympathy to Barbara Connor Yokel (Mrs. Michael) on
the loss,of her father, Mr. Wayne E. Connor, on June 9.
Arnold and Anne (Grand) Nilsen announce the arrival of their fourth child,
Esther Ruth, born April 10, in Norfolk, Va.
Jean G. Parker and Lester E. Waterbury were married in St. Augustine, Fla..
on April 17. After a trip to the Bahamas, the Waterburys are making their
home in New York.
Thomas and Dorothy (Webster) Trovillion announce the birth of a son, Thomas Jr., born May 10.
Law Mallard, director of the vocal department in the Lakeview High School in
Winter Garden, Fla., presented the junior
and senior glee clubs in a concert on
June 3.
Class of 1937
Secretary: Mrs. Nelson Marshall
(Grace Terry), College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, Va.
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Dick Alter and Marie E. Geesler were
married in Rutherford, N. J., on March
5. Stuart Eaton '35 was Dick's best man.
After a wedding trip to Winter Park and
New Orleans, the Alters are now at
home in N. Y. City at 1988 Newbold Ave.
Sally Hammond Trope and Marcelle
Hammond visited their parents in Winter
Park for 2 weeks this spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamison Handy Jr. announce the arrival of their son, Galen
William, on May 23 in Los Angeles,
Calif.
Ed. Note: Your secretary writes modestly, "Our news is that Nelson has been
appointed Dean of the College of William and Mary, effective July 1." He succeeds Dr. Sharvy Umbeck, who has accepted the presidency of Knox College.
President of historic William and Marv,
Dr. John E. Pomfret. issued this statement to newspapers: 'As director of the
Virginia Fisheries Laboratory, Dr. Marshall has abundantly demonstrated his
ability as an administrator. He is highlregarded as a scientist and as a teacher."
After graduating from Rollins, Nelson
took his Ph.D. degree at the Univ. of Fla.
He then served as an assistant professor
at the Univ. of Miami and was an associate professor at the Univ. of N. C. before he assumed the position of director
of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory in
April 1947.
Class of 1938
Secretary: Mrs. Wendell C. Stone
(Marita Stueve), Rollins College, Winter
Park, Fla.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
Charles R. Lontz on the recent loss of
his grandmother, Mrs. Magdelene P.
Lontz, of Orlando.
Breezie Robinson Michel (Mrs. F. L.)
visited relations in Winter Park this
spring.
"H" Brown Andrews (Mrs. H. C.) and
young son Robbie of Brookings, S. Dak.,
were the guests of Glen and Harriet (Rose
'39) Spears of Orlando in April.
Ed. Note: Your secretary was elected
president of the Rollins Woman's Assn.
at the annual spring meeting. She succeeds Clara B. Adolfs '30.
Class of 1939
Secretary: Mrs. John H. Divine III
(Frances Daniel), 510 W. Mayfair Circle,
Orlando, Fla.
Rick Gillespie, who coaches and teaches
at the Melbourne, Fla. High School, is
working on his master degree at Stetson
Univ. this summer.
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Bob Hays, sport's editor of the ORLANDO SENTINEL-STAR, has been elected
to head the Fla. Sports Writers Assn. during the coming year. June 4 marked Bob's
10th anniversarv at writing a daily column, called Top ()' The Morn', under his
own by-line.
Bruce and Ruth McCreary have happily named their daughter, born May 11,
Bonnie Lynn. The McCrearys live in
Louisville, Ky., where Bruce works for
the International Harvester Co.
And we've just heard that Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ringling Lancaster have an S
months old son. Their little girl must be
nearlv 3 now. Charlie is continuing his
studies for an operatic career and singing
with the Lvric Theatre of N. Y. City.
He's had 2 auditions at the Met!
Margaret Rogers will begin her appointment as Dean of Women at Fla.
Southern College in Lakeland next fall.
Margaret attended Boston Univ. after
graduating from Rollins and joined the
Student Dean staff at Fla. State Univ. in
Tallahassee in 1942 as head counselor.
Since 1945 she has served as Student Dean
at Webber College.
Class of 1940
Secretary: Mrs. C. E. Boswell Jr. (Lois
Sue Terry), 3601 San Pedro, Tampa '!,
Fla.
Elizabeth Kennedy Woodward (Mrs.
G. D.), her husband and 2 year old daughter, Suzanne, visited the Alumni House
and saw the new Administration Bldg.
at Rollins early in May whi'e motoring
back to Cumberland Center, Me., for the
summer.
Caroline Sandlin Fullerton (Mrs. Richard N.) played the role of Nancy in the
Asheville, N. C„ Community Theatre production of "Angel Street' late in March.
Sandy plans to work for her master degree at the Univ. of Calif, this summer.
Ed Lew Whitner, former major league
first sacker, is managing Cocoa's entry in
the Fla. East Coast League, a fast semipro circuit this season. Ed did very well
at Baltimore last season, but passed up a
job with San Antonio in the Texas League
this year to keep an eye on his thriving
Seminole Country Club golf course at
Sanford.
With Joe Justice, Rollins diamond coach,
piloting Melbourne in the same league
and virtually every member of the present Tar nine plus some ex-Tars on these
teams the league will present a Rollins
complexion this summer. Joe has also been
appointed to the Winter Park recreation
committee.
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Don and Sherry (Gregg) Ogilvie's
second son, Bruce Dean, was born in Jacksonville on March 12.
Rev. James B. Edwards Jr. was ordained to the Sacred Order of Priests of
the Episcopal Church by the Right Rev.
Benjamin M. YVashburn, Bishop of Newark, on March 25 at all Saints' Church
in Leonia, N. J.
We're delighted to be able to share
with you good news from Matt and Shirley (Bassett) Ely. First, Tripper (Matt
III) has a little brother, Timothy Bassett, who was born last November 26.
Shirley says they bought a house at 411
Washington Ave. in Pelham, N. Y., in
February "and so are, and will be refinishing and rebuilding for a long time—
but it's fun, believe me." She encloses a
clipping from a recent issue of the PELHAM SUN with a grand picture of Matt
announcing his election as president at the
annual meeting of the local Scouting Committee. Fifty representatives from the 6
Boy Scout troops in Pelham attended an
dinner meeting of the district. Man's
father, Matthew G. Ely Sr., has long
been an active leader in Scouting having
served as a former president of the Pelham District and the Siwanov Camp
Council, of which he is now a Trustee.
Class of 1941
Secretary: Mrs. Joe Johnson (Nancv
Locke), 1210 Alberta Drive, Winter Park,
Fla.
We have just learned that Ted Pitman is associated with John C. Dowd,
Inc., Advertising, with offices in the Park
Square Building in Boston, Mass.
Dr. Minter Westfall Jr. of Gainesville,
Fla., has been re-elected secretary-treasurer of the Florida Audubon Society.
Don '49 and Caroline (Mills) Riddle of
Winter Park took up ceramics as a hobby
during the war, but this vear it has helped
finance Don's completion of his course
at Rollins. The Riddles invested in a
small kiln a year ago last fall and since
have been turning out ceramic plaques
and figur'nes, ash travs and wedding
plates and book ends on order. Recently
the Orlando SENTINEL-STAR carried
an illustrated feature article on Caroline
and Don and their 2 children in a writeup of their hobby.
Ed. Note: Your secretary and Buck are
the proud parents of another son, Joseph
D. Jr., born May 2. The Johnsons and
their 3 youngsters have moved into the
new home they have been building this
spring.
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Class of 1942
Secretary: Mrs. Jack L. Shore (Bettv
Knowlton), 3747 Atlanta Ave., Hapeville,
Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rutland (Hazel
Jackson) of Winter Park announce the
birth of their second son on March 6.
Bill and Harriette Chadboume of Evanston, 111., visited Dr. Holt in Winter
Park this spring. Bill is Prexy's eldest
grandson.
I'd '47 and Alice (Henry) Acree announce the birth of their second son, William Garrett, born March 22, in Gainesville, Fla.
Her Central Florida friends were delighted when Daphne Takarh Powell
(Mrs. John) appeared in Orlando on the
Civic Music Series this season as accompanist for Martial Sanghier, French
baritone of the Metropolitan Opera.
Jack and June Liberman are the proud
parents of twin daughters, Rebecca Joan
and Naomi Ruth, horn March 26.
Erika Heyder Boyd's new official title is
"assistant to the Secretary" of the Bergen
Co. (N. J.) Medical Society, which
sounds interesting. Her husband Dave is
continuing with his work as a commercial artist.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grundler are the
proud parents of a son born April 21, in
Orlando.
Alanson and Lois (Weidner) Gordon
and their daughter Suzanne of Hartford,
Conn., returned to Winter Park early in
June for a family wedding. Lois was
soloist for the occasion.

Class of 1943
Secretary: M'rs. Charles H. Evans Jr.
(Shirley Bowstead), P. O. Box 141, Pine
Castle, Fla.
Pauline Betz Addie (Mrs. Robert R.)
accompanied her husband when he came
to Orlando to cover the spring training
campaign of the Washington Nationals
for the Wash., D. C, TIMES-HERALD.
Just too late for the last RECORD a
card from Phil and Marjorie Blitz arrived announcing the birth of their first
child, Gregory Phillip, on February 5.
They live at 1816 Bartram Circle W. in
Jacksonville and say, "AN 3 are doing
fine!"
Kay Frerichs Hurst (Mrs. Robert) of
Webster Groves, Mo., paid Rollins a quick
visit when she was in Florida this spring.
Their sons, Robin and Ricky, are just 3
and not-quite-1 years old now.
Trudy Phillips Wildner and husband,
Carl, have a son, Charles Richard, born
April 13.
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Hope you all saw the grand picture and
write-up of Alma Vander Velde Hill and
her husband, Peter, in the March issue of
AMERICAN MAGAZINE. They met
while attending the Univ. of Mich, and
were married on August 20, 1948. The
Hills have set up housekeeping in an
abandoned Japanese weather station on
Koror in the Palay Islands, which are
practically unknown to Western scientists.
First to establish a permanent laboratory
there, they are making a tidal measurement survey for the U. S. Government,
studying and collecting marine insect animal and plant life of the Pacific, and
will furnish guest quarters for other scientific expeditions. The Pacific War Memorial Inc., an organization dedicated to
the men who fought in the Pacific and
founded to study the natural wealth of
the entire Pacific, is sponsoring their research work.
Peggv Kirk won the Titleholders Golf
tournament at Augusta, Ga., on March 20
with a record 72-hole total of 299. She
then went on to win the North and South
women's golf tournament in Pinehurst, N.
C, from Grace Lenczyk, who is a student
at Stetson Univ.
Your secretary feels as though she is
hack in college again taking lecture notes
and typing up a notebook on the Orlando
Jr. League's provisional course.
Eugenia Van de Water Fleckinger (Mrs.
Clark) arrived bv plane from Maracaibo,
Venezuela, in mid-May to spend 2 weeks
with her parents in Winter Park. She
then continued her vacation trip with them
to Booth Bay Harbor, Me. Eugenia sailed
from N. Y. City for her home in South
America the last week in June.
Spec and Dede (Plummer) Jones are rejoicing over the arrival of their second
child, Edward Paul, who was born June 6.
("apt. Ben. L. Abberger Jr. is back in
the States after 18 months duty with the
U. S. Army Medical Corps in Germany.
Before sailing for home, Ben made an extended tour of England and France.
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'+7, Kathie Betterton Napier '47 (Mrs.
Billv) and Louise Pemberton Guerrv '46
(Mrs. Alexander). She also worked as
fashion coordinator for Miller Bros. Co.
Ira and Sammie (McFarland) Yopp
and their 2 youngsters have moved from
Orlando to Glens Falls, N. Y., where
Ira has been made assistant manager of
the engineering department of the Glens
Falls Indemnity Co. The Yopps are nowliving at 6 Hartford Ave. there.
Dr. and Mrs. George Knauer Jr. (Bobby Brokaw) are now living in N. V. City
and Gynecology at St. Vincent's.
Dr. Knauer has a residency in Obstetrics
at 319 Avenue C in Stuyvesant Town.
Julian Brewster received his B. A. degree from N. Y. Univ. in June.
Jane Cotton Morrison's husband Carl
has recently returned to Orlando after 2
week's active duty training at the Air
Univ. of the Air Staff and Command
School in Maxwell Field, Ala. I.t. Col.
Morrison is commanding officer of the
76th Troop Carrier Reserve at the Orlando Air Force Base.
Jean Otey Beard (Mrs. Joseph S.) was
presented at the Orlando Jr. League Provisional Ball this spring.
Class of 1945
Secretary: Mrs. W. D. Confehr (Edith
Bennett), 2901 18th St., N.W., Washington 9, D. C.
Roger Shaw (HON. '45), trustee of Rollins College and Professor of International Relations at Trinity College in
Hartford, Conn., was awarded the Toul-

Class of 1944
Secretary: Marjorie P. Coltin, 5 Brooklands, Bronxville, N. Y.
We extend our deepest sympathy to
Jane Parks Ward (Mrs. Harry) on the
recent loss of her father.
Cliff Cothren appeared in the Equity
Library Theatre production of "Martine"
presented in N. Y. City in March.
In March Ann Pattishall White (Mrs.
Billv) moved from Chattanooga to Memphis, Tenn., where her husband is opening a sales office for the O. B. Andrews
Co. While living in Chattanooga, Ann
renewed friendships with Marilyn Miller

Jean Woodfill Hough (Mrs. Herbert E.)
semis us this picture of their infant daughter, Jennifer.
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Eleanor Wilkerson paid your secretary
a'visit the week-end of May 14. Hope
you find time for more such visits, Eleanor.
Sally Hobbs sailed for Europe on May
20 to tour the Continent until July. Sally
r.nd her mother will join Mr. Hobbs and
return to Florida to live.
Dr. Cecil '43 and Carolyn (Kent) Butt
of Grand Rapids, Mich., visited with
Carolyn's mother in Winter Park in May.
Paul and Gail (De Forest '46) Harris
have moved to Tampa with their young
son, Johnny. They are living at 4003 San
Pedro.
Dodie Pantzer graduated June 1 from
the Moore Inst. of Art, Science and Industry with honors in texti'e design.
Dotty Ault mentions in a recent letter
making an interesting trip by government
plane to Rome, Italy. As you know, Dotty
is with the State Dept. in Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Mildred C. Stockton '48 and M. Lee
Adams II were married on June 14 in
Jacksonville, Fla.
Judv Hudgings, who has been curator
at' the Rollins Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum since we all graduated, attended the
annual meeting of the American Malacological Union at the Univ. of Miami June
Jenelle Gregg, as Bessie Watty in "The 16-19. Shortly after Judy returned to
Corn is Green".
Winter Park, she left for the summer in
Maine as counselor in a camp.
Remember classmates next issue is Sepmin medal award of the Society of American Military Engineers in mid-Mav for tember, so send in all your news.
his new serialized book. "Adam to Afm".
Class of 1946
The presentation was made at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Secretary: Hallijeanne Chalker, Orange
Rachel Townes and Herman H. Hale
Park, Fla.
fr. were married on January 26, 1946.
Hev there! How is everybody? Three
Thev have a son, Clayton Townes, born
years ago we graduated and are really
October 18, 1947. The Hales liye in
widely scattered now. Wouldn't it be fun
Tonawanda, N. Y., at 344 Hinds St., Apt
if we knew where everyone in our class
77.
is right now?
Suzanne Sun Fuller (Mrs. James Jr.)
Jean Farrell Overcash (Mrs. [ay) viswrites that their second son, William
'ted Gail De Forest Harris (Mrs. Paul)
Scott, was born on March 27. Jim has
in Winter Park last Januarv. Jean and
recently become supervisor of The Cor)av are now living in Burlington, N. C,
porate Trust Dept. of the Central Naat 403 West Davis.
ti"nal Bank in Cleveland, O.
Connie Clifton Ball (Mrs. Roland) arJune Nicholson became the bride of
rived by plane from Santa Monica, Calif.,
David W. Hedrick on April 23, in
the second week in Mav with her baby
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
daughter, Mary Constance, to visit her
Laura Molina Roel and Ferdie are
family in New Smyrna. Connie drove
nroud parents of a baby boy born March
over several times to see all her friends
nt Rollins and hear Prexv give his Com25.
Jean Prichard was married April 23 to mencement address.
Louise Pemberton Guerry (Mrs. AlexBenjamin Jackson Fisher at St. John's
ander) and young son Zan flew down from
Church in Wash., D. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn., late in April for 6
Bob and Nancy (Corbett) Dillon have
weeks with her parents in Orlando. They
announced the arrival of a son, Bobby,
enjoyed 2 weeks at Ormond Beach before
on May 8 in Chicago, 111.
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attending her brother Harry's graduation
from Rollins.
In about 17 years there's going to be a
third generation of Mandises going to
dear ole Roily Colly. Johnny and Peg
(Mandis) Caraberis have a daughter,
Margaret Elizabeth, born February 27,
(on her parent's first anniversary). Your
secretary went down to Avon Park to see
her in April and it's evident already that
she is going to be quite an addition to
Rollins in a number of vears. Peg and
little Peggv have returned to Glens Falls,
N. Y., to join Johnny.
Bob and Ellen (Smith) Graves are the
proud parents of a son, Patrick, born
March 13.
Or. and Sally (Wing) Wilson of Denver, Colo., announce the arrival of David
Cole III on April 10.
There's another new candidate for the
future Rollins family too. Bud and Mary
Lyda (Faulk) Nance have just adopted
lames Lee, who was born on April 22.
Mary Lvda says she and Bud will soon
be transferred to Florida and they're looking forward to joining in on Alumni activities next year. She has recently seen
Kileen Lawless '47 and Eleanor Wilkerson '45 in N. Y. City, Bunnv Sloan and
Pat Bastian '47 in Wash. D. C, and Ann
Craver '47 in Charlotte, N. C.
Your secretary has been glad to see Ihbv
Mallete '48, who is now studying interior
decorating in N. Y. Citv, and Sherry
(Gregg) Ogilvie '40, who is busy with a
wonderful family and adorable home.
Dotty Pavne Tomlinson (Mrs. Wm. H.)
was recently back home in Jacksonville for
a while. Dotty and her husband were in
Japan for quite some time.
Jean Holden Cole (Mrs. Earle) has our
sincere sympathy in the loss of her father
on April 17.
Charles Rex became the owner of the
Ivev Press of Casselberrv, Fla., on March
10. He will continue to publish THE
SEMINOLE NEWS, a weekly newspaper,
under the name of THE CLARION.
Sara Jane Dorsey has surely been a fine
director of physical education for women
at Rollins. At the Fla. State College
Sports Day early in May at Miami Univ.,
our Rollins girls walked away with the
team crown after capturing firsts in volleyhall, golf and tennis. Sara lane motored
up to Columbus, O., for a visit and a gala
week in N. Y. Citv after College closed.
After returning home to Orlando, she is
joining her parents for a vacation at Coronado this July.
Wish every one of you could have heard
Prexy deliver his Commencement address
this vear.
Here's to you until September.
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Class of 1947
Secretary: Ainslie Embry, 2604 Valetta
Rd., Louisville 5, Ky.
I want to extend sympathy from all of
us to Babe Wolf on the loss of her father
this spring. Babe has returned home from
Savannah, Ga., and is living in Orlando
again.
Tom Brocklehurst writes from Fort
Dix, N. J., that he has been in uniform
for 6 months. He saw Nick Morrissev '46
in the mess hall but it seems Nick got
shipped to Texas. Sure is good to catch
up with vou, Tom, but it took a Draft to
do it. Best of luck to vou and let us
know how things are going with vou in the
Army.
Alvce Merwin had a major operation in
February but reports that she is getting
along we'l enough to work part time in the
hospital laboratory. Certainly hope that
she continues to recover and will soon be
doing all the things that she likes.
Ann Reiner and Paul Hawkins '49 were
married in Hartford, Conn., on March 19
at the home of her parents. Cv Liberman
'48 was among the wedding guests. Ann
and Paul are living in Eustis, Fla., where
Paul is with the State Road Dept.

Bob and Janet {Frederick) Costello cutting their wedding cake.
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Gini Vose is a training supervisor for
the Jordan Marsh Co., New England's
largest department store! She does fashion training of salespeople and is also
editing the store newspaper.
Sara Reid Burlingham (Mrs. Michael)
of Vonkers, N. Y., and their young son
Robert visited her mother in Orlando during April.
Anita Rodenbaeck is now working for
NBC in Chicago. Her new address is
The Blackwood Apt. Hotel al 5200 Blackstone Ave. there. She sees Nancy Corbett Dillon '+5 (Mrs. Robert) some and
between Nancv and Jim Ernster '48 has
been able to keep up with the news.
Doris Brooks Hale (Mrs. Richard Lee)
now has a little girl born last January
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beckv Hill Buckley (Mrs. Page) writes
that her husband is an instrument engineer with Dupont now. Beckv's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hill '20, visited
them in Texas last month.
Gaylord Jones is traveling Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana for the Osborn Mfg. Co. of Cleveland,
O. He would like to hear from Rollinsitea
in these states.
Dr. Edward and Lois (Khodakoff)
Wittcoff are the proud parents of a son,
Robert Bruce, born May 5 in N. Y. City.
Don Weisman writes that on May 21
Jim Ernster '48 tossed a big party at the
Dartmouth Club for his Rollins and Dartmnuth friends in N. Y. Representing Rollins were: Lois Sills '46, Eileen Lawless,
Sarah Coleman '44, Nat and Nina Lou
(Fisher) Felder '46, Shellv and lorchv
(Marcher) Marks and Dolly Porter. Since
the room was equipped with a piano, thev
spent a good part of the evening singing
Rollins songs. Sounds like a grand time
and it's good to know that Rollinsites do
see each other.
Buddy and Hazel (Moody '42) Bryson
happily announce the arrival of a baby
girl on May 22.
Mary Nell Goldman, of the Orlando
High School Physical Ed. dept, organized
a girls' swimming team this vear that
made a fine showing against Winter Haven early in June.
Dick Gertner of Orlando received his
MA. degree from Columbia Univ. this
spring.
Bettv Lee Kenagy returned to New Jersey from Vanderbilt Univ. June 12, eager
for news of her friends. Knowing how she
feels, I would like to put in a word for
her and say "Why don't you write?"
Edward Campbell received his master
degree from the Univ. of Wisconsin in
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June. Ed is continuing his research work
there toward a Ph.D. degree.
Mary Davidson Polito (Mrs. John)
says she will be at 3 Wetmore Ave. in
Winsted, Conn., for the summer. Guess
she is glad to have a rest from chasing
back and forth between there and N. Y.
City, where her husband has been studying medicine.
Janet Haas reports that she is going to
stav for another year at the Industrial
School for Girls in Ocala, Fia. Know
thai she is doing a swell job there as is
Bambi Cranmore and that the School is
well pleased with the decision.
Ollie Barker is pitching for Bill Miller's
softball team in Ashland, O.., this summer.
Bill graduated from Rollins in 1933.
John and Flora (Harris '43) Twachtman are having a wonderful time in Mexico. In April they returned to the border
at Brownsville, Tex., to renew their 6months-residence permit. And the latest
word is that they have just enjoyed 8
davs at Manzanillo, which is a 12 hour
train ride south of Guadalajara, on the
Pacific Coast.
Since this is the last RECORD of the
school year, I would like to thank all of
you who have answered my pleas for news
and also those who have been nice enough
to fill out the reply cards if only to acknowledge that you received them. While
the response has not been 50%I do feel
that it is worth it. If at any time you
have news or suggestions as to how I
could improve my reports, please let me
hear from you.
Also I would like to thank the members of the Alumni Staff for the gracious
way they received and took care of me
when I visited Rollins in April. It was n
real pleasure to return to Rollins and
enjoy the kind hospitality of everyone.
I will sign off for now and return to
my typewriter and try to prove to my
brother, for whom I work, that he could
be worse off than having me for a secretary.
Class of 1948
Secretaries: V. Lee Bongart, 3720
Washington Blvd., Indianapolis, Ind.
Marie A. Prince, Box 225, South Hamilton, Mass.
Please note Lee's new address and send
us plenty of news before our next copy
deadline (August 25) for the September
issue of the RECORD.
Bob McKennan, in his third year at
Albany Law School, writes: "I have reallv
been grinding away since I left Rollins.
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Certainly miss all my old friends and
would appreciate it if vou would give
them all a great big 'hello' for me." Bob
expects to complete work for his degree
in law next January.
Johnny and Jeanne (Naas) Sutton are
now sporting a baby daughter, Sandra
Lee, born March 2.
Janie Walker Buck (Mrs. C. R. Jr.) is
working for the U. S. Engineers at the
Dredge Depot in Jacksonville. Her mailing address is: P. O. Box 267, Neptune
Beach, Fla.
Jenelle Gregg has been touring the U. S.
in a production of "The Corn is Green"
for many months, playing the role of
Bessie Watty. She goes into stock at Laconia, N. H., for the summer.
We've just heard that Ensign Joe Diedrich of the U. S. Navy married Joan Harriet Kaestner of Milwaukee on February
26.
And Jack Cooper married Eleanor Lehman of Ann Harbor December 18. Jack
has been with the Concordia Div. of Burlington Mills in N. Y. City since shortly
after we graduated from Rollins last June.
He saw quite a few of the Rollins family
there last summer. Can anyone tell us
where to send his mail now?
Nancy Lee and Dick announce the arrival of "Walker No. 3", Sylvia Adrian,
on March 14. The Walkers make their
home at 311 Concord Dr. in Palo Alto,
Calif.
Sandv Jacobs is still teaching at American Television and doiner post graduate
work at the Univ. of Chicago.
Our sincere sympathy to Jean Bohrer
Brown (Mrs. John L. Jr.), whose father
passed away on April 11. She and Johnny recently moved to 751 Antonnette Ave.
in Winter Park.
Ottis Mooney, assistant coach at Sanford,
took a special training course at the Univ.
of Fla. this spring in teaching high school
students automobile operation. He is playing left field for Umatilla this season.
Nancy Lee Tusler Redfearn (Mrs. W.
C. Jr.) says Nancy Lee Jr. arrived April
12.
Elinire Voorhis and her mother enjoyed
some of the Grand Opera season in Atlanta.
Mary Page Colcord became Mrs. John
Branham Dunlav in Versailles, Kv., on
April 16.
Word reached the Campus late in April
that the Martin Dibners, now of Miami,
have another son named Stephen.
Mary Clair Upthegrove, according to "a
most reliable source of information", had
fun in New England this spring seeing
George and Dorina Holt '31 and family,
Betty Rosenquest '47, Jack Cooper, Jack
Kelly '50 and Pattv Ann Jackson '51
among others. Mary Clair was then on
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her way home to Ann Harbor, Mich.,
and we hope to hear from her before our
next reunion in print.
Bob Costello and Janet Frederick '50,
were married on May 12 in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel. Janet's sister was her
only attendant and Milton Schwartz '49
was Bob's best man. Prexv gave them the
Rollins blessing at the conclusion of the
ceremony. And the bride's parents held a
reception for them at the Alumni House
afterwards. Janet and Bob have returned
from a wedding trip to the Florida Keys
to make their home at 631 W. Winter
Park Ave. in Orlando.
Another double Rollins couple, Zoe
Weston and John Corliss '49, were united
in marriage on May 28 in Coral Gables.
They are living in Melbourne, Fla., and
receive mail at P. O. Box 313 there.
Arthur Phillips sent us the good new:,
that he received his M.A. degree in Education from the Univ. of Fla. June 6.
Gus Sakkis, of Tampa, has been assistant coach at Plant High School there.
Next year he goes to Clearwater High
School in the same capacitv.
George and Lallie (Rogers) Burke Jr.
visited their parents in Tampa for a week
before he enrolled again for the summer
session there. They are living at 251
10th St. N.W., Apt. 29, Bldg. 4 in Atlanta until George finishes college next
March.
Terry Weaver has announced her engagement to James Cofield, who works for
International Business Machines. After
their marriage in July, they plan to make
their home in Greensboro, N. C. Tern
played the lead in Gershwin's "Of Thee
I Sing" in the Asheville Community Theatre last fall.
Mickey Branning is also ardentlv keeping up her interest in a musical career.
Fhe eloped with Robert Rolander, guitarist, and they are touring with a foursome
around St. Louis and Chicago.
Shirley Kirk is sailing home from Rotterdam on July 30. Until then, mail will
reach her: c/o Mme. Malapert, Raincourt,
Par Jussey, Haute Saone, France. We hope
to learn more of her romantic life abroad
when she returns to Philadelphia.
And now to complete our report.
Lee Bongart is working in a clothing
store selling, taking inventory and acquainting herself with their books. Lee
savs: "My new job keeps me busv but
n-^t too busy to keep me from wondering
about my friends."
Marie adds: "I attended Serge Koussevitskv's final performance as conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Since
Koussevitskv is to Boston, as sunshine is
to Florida, a special room in Symphony
Hall was used to display his honors. I
was delighted to see his Rollins degree
hanging next to the doorway as I entered."
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Gerry and Jean (Cartiorigkt) Farrens with their wedding party on President
Unit's lawn, /. to r.: Parker Simpson; Allyne Burns; Richard Saylors; John Shollenberger; Joyce Yeomans; Richard Knott; the bride and groom; Mary Haley; ami
Andrew Tomasco.
Class of 1919
Secretaries: Patricia A. German, 1600
S. E. 2nd St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Cornelius H. Van Buren, 69 Boston Post Rtl.,
Larchmont, N. Y.
A number of us recently acquired wedding rings as well as diplomas. Those
who walked back down the aisle in
Knowles Memorial Chapel as Mr. and
Mrs. just before or after Commencement
Dav are: Gerald '48 and Jean (Cartwright) Farrens, on Mav 27; Lawrence
and Helen (Ellis) Haworth, on Mav 27;
Van and Pat (Furey) Van Buren, on
May 29; Jim and Toni (Eastwood) Martin, on June 12; and Thomas and Zuleira
(Asher) Townsend.
Pat Meyer has returned to work for
the Ft. Myers NEWS-PRESS again this
summer, with a nice promotion from the
society department to the news room.
Bev Burkhart is working for the Orange County Guidance Clinic in Orlando.
Montine Pellington vacationed with her
parents at Daytona Beach for several
weeks. Betty Pottinger and Josette Stanciu spent a week with them there.

Josette is working at Orlando's radio
station WDBO this summer. She's been
on the air regularly at 9:15 A.M. on
weekdays with news of special interest to
women.
Ben Avcrigg is already a veteran announcer for WDBO.
Tony Consoli is continuing his studies
at Boston Univ. and hopes to get a degree
this summer leading to a doctorate in
1951.
Harry Pemberton plans to enter Vale
next fall for post graduate work.
Ed. Note: Welcome to the largest Rollins fellowship, the Alumni Association!
The names and addresses of your Class
reporters will be printed at the head of
this column regularly hereafter. Drop
them a line giving them news of yourselves and each other. THE ROLLINS
ALUMNI RECORD is published quarterly in September, December, March and
June. The deadlines for Class correspondents' copy to reach the Alumni Office are
August 25, November 25, February 25 and
May 25. The longer you are away from
campus the more you will appreciate this
means of keeping informed of the College
and in touch with your classmates.

1949 WOODSTOCK REUNION SET FOR AUGUST 20
Former and present Rollins Faculty, Staff, Students and
their families will once again gather in Woodstock, Conn., on Saturday, August 20, to celebrate President Holt's birthday.
As has been his happy custom for the past 20 years, interrupted only by World War II, Prexy will welcome guests at his
historic summer home on Sunset Hill to register before everyone gathers in nearby Roseland Park with their basket luncheons
for a noonday picnic. For a dip in Roseland Lake, pack a swimming suit with your picnic luncheons!
The Woodstock Reunion offers the most popular summer
get-together of the entire Rollins Family. And this year, on Dr.
Holt's 77th and last birthday before he retires as president of
Rollins, affords a special opportunity to demonstrate our affection
and appreciation for his 24 years of devoted service to our College.

